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SUBJECT: Cannabis Production Study
TO:

Community Planning, Regulation & Mobility Cttee.-PM

FROM:

Community Planning Department

Report Number: PL-06-21
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 505-02-72
Date to Committee: November 16, 2021
Date to Council: November 23, 2021

Recommendation:
Receive and file community planning department report PL-06-21 regarding the
Cannabis Production Study; and
Direct the Director of Community Planning to report back to the Community Planning,
Regulation and Mobility Committee in Q1 of 2022 with final recommendations.

PURPOSE:
To share the findings of the Stage 2 work plan for the Cannabis Production Study and to
seek public input on a draft amendment to the Zoning By-law, 2020.

Vision to Focus Alignment:



Increase economic prosperity and community responsive city growth
Deliver customer centric services with a focus on efficiency and technology
transformation

Executive Summary:
The purpose of the Cannabis Production Study is to review the City of Burlington’s
policies to identify changes required to align with the Cannabis Act, 2018, which repeals
the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations informing the current Zoning
By-law. Non-commercial cannabis production for personal use (including both
recreational and medical) is not within the scope of the Cannabis Production Study.
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Based on the existing federal and provincial framework which applies to cannabis
production facilities, across both the urban and rural area, staff believe that all known
community concerns and land use compatibility issues are sufficiently addressed and
do not require additional measures at the local level, including Burlington-specific
nuisance guidelines, and amendments to the Official Plan and Site Plan Control By-law.
Instead, a simplified, policy option which relies on existing federal, provincial and
municipal controls is recommended. To implement the findings of the study, City staff
have prepared a draft Zoning By-law Amendment which proposes:
-removing the existing policies related to “Medical Marihuana Production
Facilities” and adding new policies for “Cannabis Production Facilities”;
-recognizing Cannabis Production Facilities as either an industrial or agricultural
use, depending on the context of the site, rather than a unique use with separate
policies;
-removing the existing permissions for Medical Marihuana Production Facilities
within the GE1 and GE2 Employment Zones (General Employment) and
replacing them with permissions for Cannabis Production Facilities; and
-adding new permissions for Cannabis Production Facilities as an industrial use
to also include the BC1 and BC2 Employment Zones (Business Corridor).
Staff recommend implementing the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment to ensure
alignment with the Cannabis Act, 2018 and the associated Cannabis Regulations. By
leveraging the existing regulatory framework for industrial and agricultural uses to
achieve land use compatibility, and by avoiding the introduction of redundant or
indefensible policies, the City will be ideally positioned to embrace the economic
potential of this emerging industry. This is in keeping with the feedback collected
through preliminary public engagement, where economic development and job creation
were highlighted as priority considerations.
To enable a fulsome public engagement process, a decision is not being requested at
this time. Staff will consider the additional public input received during the fall
engagement period and the Statutory Public Meeting on November 16, 2021 and will
report back to Council with a final recommendation in Q1 of 2022.

Background and Discussion:
The Stage 2 work plan of the Cannabis Production Study was initiated on the basis of
two previous staff directions:
December 17, 2018 - “Direct the Director of City Building to undertake a zoning study,
including public consultation, for the production of recreational cannabis land use.”
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November 9, 2019 - “Direct the Director of City Building to proceed with the “Stage Two”
work plan of the Cannabis Production Study, as outlined in department of city building
report PB-68-19.”
For background on the 2018 changes to the federal regulatory framework for cannabis,
and Stage 1 of the Cannabis Production Study, please refer to report PB-68-19:
Cannabis Production Study – Stage 2 Work Plan. Please note that non-commercial
cannabis production for personal use (including both recreational and medical) is not
within the scope of the Cannabis Production Study.
The Stage 2 work plan approved by City Council in 2019 consisted of further study to
develop and refine the preliminary recommendations, including formal internal and
external engagement, to be summarized in a final recommendation report to Council
containing:
a) a set of cannabis production guidelines that address odour and light nuisance;
b) an amendment to the Official Plan to enable the guidelines;
c) an amendment to the Zoning By-law to incorporate updated language for
cannabis; and
d) an amendment to the Site Plan Control By-law to address cannabis production
facilities.
At that time, staff committed to reporting back to Council at a Statutory Public Meeting
with the proposed guidelines, the implementing Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendments, and a summary of public feedback and how it shaped the
recommendations, at the beginning of Q2, 2020.
During Stage 2 of the study, after further review of the existing policy framework, it was
determined that Burlington-specific nuisance guidelines, and amendments to the Official
Plan and Site Plan Control By-law are not necessary to address land use planning
objectives and community concerns. Instead, a simplified, policy option which relies on
existing federal, provincial and municipal controls was developed in collaboration with
key internal departments.
In mid-2020 the Cannabis Production Study was placed on pause to enable the City to
address other planning priorities, such as the Regional approval process for the new
Burlington Official Plan and the Region’s Municipal Comprehensive Review (Regional
Official Plan Review).
This pause also enabled staff to review and comment on the Province’s proposed new
Land Use Compatibility Guideline (see report PL-33-21: City of Burlington Submission Land Use Compatibility Guidelines and item 7 of the August 13, 2021 Council
Information Package “Consultation on Strengthening Environmental Compliance
Approach ERO Numbers 019-2785 / 019-2768 / 019-2972”).
In mid-2021, the Cannabis Production Study was resumed. The recommendations were
developed and made available for public review on the City of Burlington’s cannabis
webpage, and the public was notified of the opportunity to provide feedback via the
November 16, 2021 Statutory Public Meeting.
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Strategy/process
Municipalities have a variety of tools under the Planning Act that can be used to
influence the location of cannabis production facilities, such as official plan policies and
land use designations, zoning by-laws, site plan control, interim control by-laws, and
holding provision by-laws. Under the Municipal Act, 2001, municipalities also have the
tools and authority to make decisions regarding matters within their jurisdiction,
including passing by-laws to prohibit and regulate matters related to noise, vibration,
odour, dust and outdoor illumination.
Given Burlington’s rural/urban split, it is important to consider cannabis production
through the lens of both agricultural and industrial uses to determine the applicable
provincial policies. For the purposes of this analysis, North Aldershot was considered as
‘rural’, as it does not meet the criteria for an urban area under the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS), 2020.
When the Stage 2 work plan was proposed by staff, preliminary research had
determined that odour and lighting nuisance issues were the primary concerns with
respect to land use compatibility. However, to determine the appropriate tools to
address these concerns, it is necessary to establish the applicable land use
classifications for cannabis production facilities, i.e. industrial, agricultural, or other.
Given the breadth of cannabis production facility typologies, ranging from outdoor field
cultivation, to indoor hydroponic cultivation, to indoor processing and manufacturing, it is
not possible to assign a single land use category to cover all facilities.
During the Stage 1 background analysis, it was determined that the classification of
cannabis production facilities was not entirely clear across the Provincial policy
framework. The Stage 2 work plan was proposed on the basis that cannabis production
facilities would likely require additional regulation at the local level to avoid land use
compatibility issues that were not explicitly addressed by existing policy. However,
through subsequent correspondence with applicable ministries, staff have since
confirmed that cannabis production facilities are already addressed through the existing
Provincial policy framework. This analysis is discussed in greater detail in the following
section.
Options Considered
To determine the applicable provincial policy framework with respect to cannabis
production facilities, Staff engaged with three key ministries, the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, and the Ministry
of Northern Development, Mines, Natural Resources and Forestry (specifically, the
Niagara Escarpment Commission). The guidance offered by each ministry is
summarized in the subsections below. It is important to note that these comments offer
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a general policy overview only and do not represent a site-specific interpretation or
position, or legal advice.
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH)
MMAH staff communicated that cannabis is considered an agricultural crop in Ontario,
and noted that, on lands zoned for agriculture, provincial land use policies require that
all types, sizes and intensities of agricultural uses and normal farm practices (including
greenhouses) be permitted. While municipalities can zone the land for agricultural uses,
the specific crops grown (including cannabis) or livestock raised are not uses that can
be regulated under the Planning Act. MMAH staff further noted that cannabis production
could be permitted by municipal zoning by-laws on agricultural and/or industrial zoned
lands and this may depend on whether the production occurs in an enclosed
facility/building, greenhouse or on cropland.
The PPS does not contain policies that explicitly speak to cannabis or other agricultural
uses within an urban area. Therefore, MMAH staff highlighted the policies which speak
to permitted uses in rural areas.
In prime agricultural areas within the rural area, policy 2.3.3.2 of the PPS states that all
types, sizes and intensities of agricultural uses and normal farm practices shall be
promoted and protected in accordance with provincial standards. Greenbelt Plan policy
3.1.3.1 further states that within these areas, a full range of agricultural uses,
agriculture-related uses and on-farm diversified uses are permitted based on provincial
Guidelines on Permitted Uses in Ontario’s Prime Agricultural Areas. Proposed
agriculture-related uses and on-farm diversified uses shall be compatible with and shall
not hinder surrounding agricultural operations.
PPS policy 1.1.5.2 d) states that on rural lands located in municipalities, permitted uses
include agricultural uses, agricultural-related uses, on-farm diversified uses and normal
farm practices, in accordance with provincial standards. Greenbelt Plan 3.1.4 further
states that all agricultural uses, on-farm diversified uses and normal farm practices on
rural lands of the Protected Countryside are supported and permitted, based on
provincial guidelines for permitted uses.
MMAH staff flagged that limiting indoor cannabis production to locations that are only
within industrial areas, including, for example, not permitting indoor facilities in an
agricultural area or where other agricultural uses are permitted, could be contrary to the
PPS and the Greenbelt Plan, 2017.
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (MAFRA)
MMAH staff’s interpretation of cannabis production as an agricultural use was echoed
by MAFRA staff. In Ontario, normal farm practices are protected under the Farming and
Food Production Protection Act (FFPPA), 1998. Through this Act:
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Farmers are protected from nuisance complaints (relating to odour, noise, dust,
light, vibration smoke or flies) made by neighbours, provided they are following
normal farm practices.
No municipal by-law applies to restrict a normal farm practice carried on as part
of an agricultural operation.

The FFPPA defines an “agricultural operation” as an agricultural, aquacultural,
horticultural or silvicultural operation that is carried on in the expectation of gain or
reward (among numerous other activities, this includes the production of agricultural
crops, greenhouse crops, maple syrup, mushrooms, nursery stock, tobacco, tree and
turf grass, and any additional agricultural crops prescribed by the Minister).
The FFPPA defines a “normal farm practice” as a practice that:




is conducted in a manner consistent with proper and acceptable customs and
standards as established and followed by similar agricultural operations under
similar circumstances, or
makes use of innovative technology in a manner consistent with proper
advanced farm management practices.

What is normal, or not, varies depending on location, type of farm, method of operation,
and timing of the farm practice. Normal is site-specific for a given set of circumstances
and may change over time. Only the Normal Farm Practices Protection Board (NFPPB)
can make the decision if a particular site meets the definition of an agricultural operation
(as defined by the FFPPA).
The NFPPB was established to resolve disputes regarding agricultural operations and
to determine what constitutes a normal farm practice. In performing this function, the
board seeks to in balance the needs of the agricultural community with provincial health,
safety and environmental concerns.
In addition, a farmer who feels that a municipal by-law is restricting a normal farm
practice may apply to the NFPPB for a hearing. This provision of FFPPA is not limited to
by-laws adopted under the Municipal Act (e.g. nuisance by-laws related to noise, odour,
etc.). Consequently, the NFPPB may choose to rule on zoning by-laws adopted under
the Planning Act, as well as nuisance by-laws adopted under the Municipal Act, if the
matter is related to normal farm practices.
The NFPPB will determine if the practice restricted by the by-law is a normal farm
practice. If it is, then, under the FFPPA, the by-law does not apply to that practice at that
location. The board cannot strike down the by-law. It can only rule on whether or not the
practice under consideration is a normal farm practice, at that location and under those
particular circumstances. Therefore, excessive restrictions or prohibitions for cannabis
production in an area where agricultural uses are otherwise permitted could be viewed
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restricting a normal farm practice and may be overruled by the NFPPB on a site-specific
basis.
Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC)
Similar to MMAH and MAFRA staff, NEC staff conveyed that, within the Niagara
Escarpment Area of Development Control, cannabis production is considered an
agricultural use. The City of Burlington does not apply zoning within the Niagara
Escarpment Area of Development Control because the NEC is the primary planning
authority in this area. Agricultural uses are permitted in most Niagara Escarpment Plan
(NEP) designations, except the Escarpment Natural Area, and are subject to both the
NEP’s Development Criteria and the Provincial Policy Statement.
NEC staff noted that, given the security/fencing requirements and processing facilities
that may be associated with cannabis production (either field, greenhouse or other
types of indoor grow facilities), staff would not consider such operations as general
agricultural development in the context of Ontario Regulation 828/90 “Development
Within the Development Control Area”, as amended. Among other things, this regulation
exempts certain types of general agricultural development from the requirement of
obtaining a development permit from the NEC.
Therefore, a Niagara Escarpment Development Permit would be required for a cannabis
production facility in most, if not all, cases (i.e. even for outdoor cannabis production, as
the security fencing would trigger the need for a development permit). Even though
local zoning does not apply, as part of reviewing a Development Permit Application,
NEC staff would take the policies and position of the local/regional municipality into
account when providing recommendations to the Commission.
Cannabis Production for Personal Medical Use
In addition to cannabis production for commercial purposes, the Cannabis Regulations
contain permissions allowing non-commercial production for ‘own medical purposes’,
where cultivation may be undertaken by a registered person or by a designated
individual on their behalf. Cultivation for personal medical use may occur either indoors
or outdoors and the odour control requirements of the Cannabis Regulations do not
apply to this category of licence. However, the Regulations do note that:
326 (1) An individual who is authorized to produce cannabis plants under this Division
must not cultivate, propagate or harvest them:
(a) indoors and outdoors at the same time; or
(b) outdoors if the production site is adjacent to a school, public playground,
daycare facility or other public place frequented mainly by young persons.
This category of licence is limited to the amount of cannabis to be consumed by a single
individual, based on a valid medical prescription. Cannabis produced cannot be shared
or provided to anyone else. Due to its smaller scale and lower intensity, non-commercial
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cannabis production for personal medical use is not within the scope of the Cannabis
Production Study.
Planning Analysis
On the basis of the above Provincial guidance, it is the position of staff that cannabis
production should be considered a permitted use within the rural area where agricultural
uses are permitted, and that it should not be restricted in a manner that would conflict
with or be inconsistent with the PPS, the Food and Farming Production Protection Act,
the Greenbelt Plan, or the Niagara Escarpment Plan.
With respect to the rural area, staff is of the opinion that potential nuisance issues
pertaining to odour and light are sufficiently addressed through the existing Provincial
policy framework, which provides a means to address complaints in a manner that
balances the needs of the agricultural community with provincial health, safety and
environmental concerns.
With respect to the urban area, staff is of the opinion that all forms of cannabis
production should be classified as an industrial use, subject to the Provincial D-series
Land Use Compatibility Guideline. The relevant D-series guideline is discussed in the
following section.
Ontario Guideline D-6: Compatibility between Industrial Facilities Guideline
Ontario Guideline D-6 (the “Guideline”) is intended to be applied in the land use
planning process to prevent or minimize future land use problems due to the
encroachment of sensitive land uses and industrial land uses on one another.
For the purposes of the Guideline, sensitive land use may include:



recreational uses which are deemed by the municipality or provincial agency to
be sensitive; and/or
any building or associated amenity area (i.e. may be indoor or outdoor space)
which is not directly associated with the industrial use, where humans or the
natural environment may be adversely affected by emissions generated by the
operation of a nearby industrial facility. For example, the building or amenity area
may be associated with residences, senior citizen homes, schools, day care
facilities, hospitals, churches and other similar institutional uses, or
campgrounds.

The Guideline applies to all types of proposed, committed and/or existing industrial land
uses which have the potential to produce point source and/or fugitive air emissions such
as noise, vibration, odour, dust and others, either through normal operations,
procedures, maintenance or storage activities, and/or from associated
traffic/transportation. Industrial uses are divided into classes according to the
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objectionable nature of their emissions, their physical size/scale, production volumes
and/or the intensity and scheduling of operations. The potential influence areas (i.e.
area within which adverse effects may be experienced) and the corresponding minimum
separation distances are as follows:
Type of Industrial Use

Influence Area

Minimum Separation Distance

Class I

70 metres

20 metres

Class II

300 metres

70 metres

Class III

1000 metres

300 metres

The actual influence area (i.e. overall range within which an adverse effect would be or
is experienced, normally established through technical studies) for a particular facility is
site-specific, and may be defined within, or in exceptional circumstances, beyond the
potential influence area either before, or where applicable, after buffers have been used
to reduce, eliminate or otherwise intercept adverse effects.
Proposed Ontario Land Use Compatibility Guideline 2020
On May 4, 2021 the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP)
posted a notice on the Environmental Registry of Ontario (ERO) for information
purposes to highlight a series of initiatives being proposed to strengthen enforcement
tools that hold polluters accountable and create consistent guidelines to prevent and
address noise and odour issues. One of the items included in this notice was ERO
posting # 019-2785: Land use compatibility guideline (D-Series), which (among many
other things) contained suggested guidance to address industrial cannabis production
facilities.
However, on October 13, 2021 MECP posted a decision for ERO # 019-2785 indicating
that, as a result of the extensive interest and nature of the comments received on the
Guideline overall, the Ministry has decided not to proceed with the proposed version of
the Land Use Compatibility Guideline at this time. With respect to cannabis, the Ministry
stated “…many questions were asked on how the Guideline applies to cannabis
facilities. There are concerns about cannabis facilities in agricultural areas and how the
inconsistent approach may push these facilities to rural areas. Comments expressed a
need for guidelines for outdoor operations, along with suggestions to modify how
operations are addressed (e.g. a class for micro operations)”.
The decision states that the current D-Series guidelines will remain in effect and the
Ministry will continue to review the D-Series land use compatibility guidelines based on
stakeholder feedback received to date. Should the ministry decide to update the DSeries, any potential future update will be posted to the Environmental Registry as a
proposal for consultation.
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Public Health Ontario Evidence Brief: Odours from cannabis production
In April of 2018, Public Health Ontario prepared an evidence brief entitled “Odours from
cannabis production”, based on a search of the scientific and grey literature to assess
potential health effects related to odour producing emissions associated with cannabis
production facilities. In the brief, it is stated that “There is a potential that operation of
[cannabis production] facilities will result in the release of odour and odorous
compounds into the surrounding environment. However, environmental odours are
regularly encountered from agricultural and industrial operations and odour control
technologies are both readily available and widely used in these industries” (p.4).
No studies linking health effects to neighbourhood exposure to emissions from cannabis
production facilities were found through the literature review. Based on existing
guidance from Health Canada and elsewhere, odour control technologies (e.g. H13
high-efficiency particle air (HEPA) filters) are available for cannabis production facilities
to prevent the release of odours from site buildings, which are already applied to
commercial medical cannabis production facilities in Canada.
In terms of implications for practice, the brief concludes that “Following other
jurisdictions, a system to report and track nuisance odours could be implemented in the
event that the odour control at a cannabis production facility is not effective. Such a
system can help to inform local authorities on timing and extent of the occurrence of
odour and inform decisions through which authorities can intervene to remedy potential
problems” (p.5). Through the Cannabis Act, 2018, Health Canada has introduced a
robust system for compliance and enforcement, as discussed in the following section.
Provincial and Federal Role in Regulating Cannabis Odour
The Cannabis Regulations (SOR/2018-144) under the federal Cannabis Act, 2018,
contain detailed requirements for production practices, which are outlined in the Health
Canada “Good Production Practices Guide for Cannabis”. Section 85 of the Cannabis
Regulations state that “any building or part of a building where cannabis or anything that
will be used as an ingredient is produced, packaged, labelled, stored or tested must be
equipped with a system that must be able to filter air to prevent the escape of cannabis
odours associated with cannabis plant material to the outdoors”. In addition, licence
holders must have a maintenance program in place to ensure that:




ventilation and air filtration are maintained in accordance with a schedule;
the presence of odours surrounding the building or part of a building are
monitored in accordance to a schedule and responded to if necessary; and
inspection and repair activities occur when required.

Licence holders under the Cannabis Act who choose to grow cannabis outdoors must
ensure that all activities associated with cannabis post-harvest (e.g., drying, trimming)
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are conducted within a building or part of a building and are conducted in compliance
with the above.
For the purposes of the Health Canada licencing process- which involves determining
whether an operation is considered indoor or outdoor- greenhouses are generally
considered as indoor and would therefore be subject to odour control requirements.
However, there may be certain types of simple greenhouse structures (i.e. a hoop
house structure with dirt floors and no foundation) which may be classified differently.
Health Canada assigns this classification on a case-by-case basis and considers a
variety of factors in terms of the licencing conditions and nuisance mitigation
requirements, include the location, scale and intensity of the operation.
Health Canada is responsible for enforcing all provisions of the Cannabis Act, 2018,
including the requirements prohibiting the escape of odours to the outside.
Complainants are able to raise any compliance issues directly with Health Canada
through the online Cannabis Reporting Form, which includes categories for complaints
from a variety of stakeholders, including municipalities, across a range of issues (e.g.
site-related issues such as odour, security etc.).
Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment attached as Appendix A, to this report,
includes minor revisions to reflect the repeal of the former Access to Cannabis for
Medical Purposes Regulations, and to align with the Cannabis Act, 2018. Specifically,
the Zoning By-law Amendment proposes:







Removing the existing policies related to “Medical Marihuana Production
Facilities” and adding new policies for “Cannabis Production Facilities”;
Recognizing Cannabis Production Facilities as either an industrial or agricultural
use, depending on the context of the site, rather than a unique use with separate
policies;
Removing the existing permissions for Medical Marihuana Production Facilities
within the GE1 and GE2 Employment Zones (General Employment); and
replacing them with permissions for Cannabis Production Facilities.
Adding new permissions for Cannabis Production Facilities as an industrial use
to also include the BC1 and BC2 Employment Zones (Business Corridor).

There is no distinction between commercial recreational and medical cannabis
production facilities, as the licenses issued for production facilities do not categorize the
production based on the end-user. Under the Cannabis Act, 2018, this distinction is only
made at the point of sale.
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Accessory Uses to a Cannabis Production Facility
As outlined in Section 2 of Appendix B to this report, there is a range of production
licence types available under the Cannabis Act. Various combinations of licence types
may be permitted within a single site, subject to compliance with local requirements and
approval by Health Canada. For example, a producer with a standard cultivation licence
may also apply for a retail licence on the same site.
Based on the proposed approach recommended in this report, retail sales would be
permitted as an accessory to a cannabis production facility, subject to the applicable
regulations of the associated employment zone in Part 3 of the Zoning By-law. For the
BC1 zone, Section 4.6; for the BC2 zone, Section 5.14; and for the GE1 and GE2
zones, Section 6.10. Among other criteria, these regulations generally require physical
separation form the main use and a maximum total floor area of 15% of the main use, or
250 square meters (whichever is the lesser).
This means that cannabis retail stores would not be permitted anywhere that retail uses
are not permitted within the Zoning By-law. As applicants must secure all municipal
permits and approvals before submitting an application to Health Canada, it would not
be possible for a producer to secure a licence for retail sales in an area where the City
does not permit retail uses.
Outdoor Manufacturing
Health Canada cannabis processing licences require the production, packaging,
labelling, storing, sampling and testing of cannabis to occur indoors. However,
cultivation and nursery licences may allow licensees to conduct operations either inside
or outdoors. An outdoor area could be for cultivation or for other purposes, including
destruction and composting. Applicants for cultivation licences must specify in their
application whether they intend to use an outdoor area. The odour control requirements
outlined in the Cannabis Regulations do not apply to outdoor production but the City’s
policies would still apply, with respect to required setbacks between industrial and
sensitive uses.
Based on the proposed approach recommended in this report, outdoor manufacturing
(i.e. outdoor cultivation of cannabis) would be permitted as an accessory to a cannabis
production facility subject to the applicable regulations of the associated employment
zone in Part 3. For the BC1 zone, Section 4.11 (prohibited); for the BC2 zone, Section
5.12; and for the GE1 and GE2 zones, Section 6.7. Specifically, in the BC1 and BC2
zones, outdoor manufacturing is prohibited in a yard abutting a street and on lands
abutting a residential zone. In a GE1 zone outdoor manufacturing is prohibited in a yard
abutting a street and, in a GE2 zone, outdoor manufacturing is prohibited.
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Agricultural Production in Rural Zones
No changes were required to rural zones to recognize cannabis production as a
permitted use where agricultural uses are permitted, as it is generally captured by the
current definition for agricultural use, which includes “The growing of crops, including
nursery and horticultural crops.”
Based on various discussions with other municipalities, Health Canada, OMAFRA and
cannabis producers, it is understood that odour emissions from outdoor cannabis
cultivation are significantly lower than indoor production facilities, with peak odour levels
being limited to specific points of the production cycle which occur infrequently on an
annual basis. Health Canada has also provided statistical data confirming that indoor
cultivation is by far the dominant production type, at this time. At the federal level, only
about 19% of licensed cannabis production facilities contain an outdoor component and
in Ontario it is only slightly lower at about 18% (data current as of October 2021).
In some municipalities where greenhouses are more prevalent (e.g. Essex County and
Norfolk County), odour issues have been experienced in association with production
facilities where an existing greenhouse has been improperly converted for cannabis
production and lacks the appropriate air filtration systems to prevent the escape of
odour, as required by the Cannabis Regulations.
However, greenhouse production is generally considered ‘indoor’ by Health Canada and
producers are therefore responsible to remedy these issues in accordance with the
requirements of their licence. Burlington has a limited number of existing greenhouses,
with only 10 of its 66 farms being classified as “Greenhouse, Nursey, & Floriculture”
under the 2016 Census of Agriculture. Greenhouse potential is also somewhat limited in
Burlington by the lack of natural gas servicing across much of the rural area.
Existing Facilities Under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations
In some municipalities (e.g. Halton Hills), odour issues have been experienced in
association with production facilities operated by groups of designated growers that
have joined together at a commercial scale under the previous Access to Cannabis for
Medical Purposes Regulations. The Regulations did not contemplate this potential
exploitation of the permissions for personal medical production and therefore did not
contain provisions to limit individual producers from consolidating their operations.
As odour control is not required for registered persons producing cannabis for their own
medical use, or designated persons growing on their behalf, some of these operations
became problematic as they were operating at a commercial scale without any of the
typical measures used to mitigate nuisance issues and achieve land use compatibility.
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This has been a motivating factor for many of the municipalities with existing operations
of this nature have chosen to introduce additional setbacks and odour control measures
for cannabis production facilities. To the best of staff’s knowledge, Burlington does not
have any existing cannabis production facilities of this nature within its boundaries.
Therefore, staff are not recommending setbacks or odour control measures specific to
cannabis production facilities and are satisfied that the zoning regulations for industrial
and agricultural uses will be sufficient to achieve land use compatibility for any new
facilities licensed under the Cannabis Act, 2018.
Official Plan Conformity
With respect to Official Plan policies, the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment conforms
to both the Official Plan (1997) and the new Official Plan (2020). Both Official Plans
contain policies which address land use compatibility for industrial and agricultural uses
generally, which are described in further detail in Section 1 of Appendix B, of this report.
Neither Official Plan contains policies specific to cannabis production, as this was not
recommended at the time the Zoning By-law was originally amended to permit medical
cannabis production facilities in 2014 (see report PB-45-14: Zoning Regulations review
for Commercial Production Facilities for Medical Marihuana). Therefore, amendments to
these plans to remove outdated policies are not required.
Note that this is also the case in terms of Site Plan Control. The Official Plan designates
the entire City of Burlington as a Site Plan Control area. With the exception of detached
and semi-detached homes in specific areas, as well as agricultural uses, Site Plan
Control applies to all new developments, building additions, certain building renovations
and various other site works. Therefore, cannabis production facilities operating as an
industrial use are already captured by the existing Site Plan Control By-law and
amendments are not required.
Burlington Economic Development
Planning staff have consulted with Burlington Economic Development (BED) to better
understand the types of jobs associated with cannabis production facilities and to
ensure that permitting them within the BC1 and BC2 employment zones is appropriate.
Based on their review of the cannabis industry, BED has identified cannabis production
as one of its “Key Industries” under the category of Biomedical and Life Sciences on its
website. BED describes Biomedical and Life Sciences as “A supportive industry that
employs over 7,000 people with a focus on research & development, testing,
diagnostics, consulting, and device manufacturing.”
BED is therefore supportive of the approach to utilize the existing policy framework to
regulate cannabis production facilities at the local level to support an efficient approvals
process and to welcome the economic potential of this growing industry.
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Financial Matters:
Not applicable
Total Financial Impact
Not applicable
Source of Funding
Not applicable
Other Resource Impacts
Not applicable

Climate Implications
Not applicable

Engagement Matters:
Preliminary engagement occurred via an online survey and in-person survey conducted
at the Food for Feedback Community Engagement BBQ in 2019, as detailed in report
PB-68-19. In partnership with BED, staff also hosted a targeted engagement session
with stakeholders from the cannabis industry on November 20, 2019.
While the number of industry attendees was small, the participants were able to share
their experiences and insight in navigating the approvals process across multiple levels
of government. They were also able to provide first-hand information regarding some of
the operational aspects of these facilities, and to elaborate on some of the mechanisms
used to meet the requirements of the Cannabis Regulations with respect to security,
odour control and other matters.
When the Cannabis Production Study resumed in 2021, further public engagement was
initiated in accordance with statutory requirements under the Planning Act. The
proposed Zoning By-law Amendment and an accompanying Discussion Guide
(attached as Appendix B, to this report) were posted on the City’s Cannabis webpage
and Public Notices webpage 30 days in advance of the Statutory Public Meeting. Notice
was also circulated to the required agencies, neighbouring municipalities and
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stakeholders, published in the Burlington Post, announced on social media, and posted
to Get Involved Burlington’s ‘Hot Topics’.
The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment takes into consideration the key priorities
expressed by the community through preliminary engagement. Section 3 of Appendix B
to this report provides a detailed summary of how preliminary community feedback did
or did not influence the recommendations.

Conclusion:
Based on the existing federal and provincial framework which applies to cannabis
production facilities, across both the urban and rural area, staff believe that all known
community concerns and land use compatibility issues are sufficiently addressed and
do not require additional measures at the local level, including Burlington-specific
nuisance guidelines, and amendments to the Official Plan and Site Plan Control By-law.
Staff recommend implementing the proposed Zoning By-law Amendment to ensure
alignment with the Cannabis Act, 2018 and the associated Cannabis Regulations. By
leveraging the existing regulatory framework for industrial and agricultural uses to
achieve land use compatibility, and by avoiding the introduction of redundant or
indefensible policies, the City is ideally positioned to embrace the economic potential of
this emerging industry. This is in keeping with the feedback collected through
preliminary public engagement, where economic development and job creation were
highlighted as priority considerations.
To enable a fulsome public engagement process, a decision is not being requested at
this time. Staff will consider the additional public input received during the fall
engagement period and the Statutory Public Meeting on November 16, 2021 and will
report back to Council with a final recommendation in Q1 of 2022.

Respectfully submitted,

Kelly Cook
Senior Planner, Community Planning Department
905-335-7600 x 7641
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Appendices:
A. Proposed Zoning By-Law Amendment
B. Cannabis Production Study Discussion Guide

Notifications:
Office of the City Clerk to consult Community Planning Department in preparation of
notifications.

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Council.
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APPENDIX A
BY-LAW NUMBER 2020.XXX, SCHEDULE ‘A’ AND EXPLANATORY NOTE

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BURLINGTON
BY-LAW NUMBER 2020.XXX

A By-law to amend By-law 2020, as amended;
File No.: 502-02-72
WHEREAS Section 34(1) of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13, as amended,
states that Zoning By-laws may be passed by the councils of local municipalities;
and
WHEREAS the Council of the Corporation of the City of Burlington approved
recommendations of staff report PL-XX-XX on XXXX, for city-initiated amendments
to Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, to implement the findings of the Cannabis
Production Study.
THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BURLINGTON
HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1.

PART 3 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Employment Zones, Section 2
– Permitted Uses, Table 3.2.1, Industrial, is amended by:
(i) deleting the words “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and
replacing them with “Cannabis Production Facility”
(ii) inserting “✔ (j)” for “Cannabis Production Facility” under BC1
column
(iii) inserting “✔ (j)” for “Cannabis Production Facility” under BC2
column

2.

PART 3 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Employment Zones, Section 2
– Permitted Uses, Footnotes to Table 3.2.1, (j) is amended by:
(i) deleting the words “See Section 6.15” and replacing them with
“A cannabis production facility is not permitted within a building
where food that is to be sold is produced, packaged, labelled or
stored.”
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3.

Part 3 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Employment Zones,
Section 6.15 – Medical Marihuana Production Facilities is amended by:
(i) deleting the section in its entirety

4.

PART 16 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Definitions, Index, “M” is
amended by:
(i) deleting the words “Medical Marihuana Production Facility”

5.

PART 16 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Definitions, Index, “C” is
amended by:
(i) adding the words “Cannabis Production Facility”

6.

PART 16 of Zoning By-law 2020, as amended, Definitions, “Medical
Marihuana Production Facility” is amended by:
(ii) deleting the words “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and
replacing them with “Cannabis Production Facility”
(iii) deleting the words “Premises used for the growing, producing,
testing, destroying, storing, or distribution of medical marihuana
or cannabis authorized by a license issued by the
federal Minister of Health, pursuant to section 25 of the
Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations, SOR/2013-119,
under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, SC 1996, as
amended.” under “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and
add the words:
“Premises authorized by a license issued by the federal Minister
of Health, pursuant to the Cannabis Regulations, SOR/2018144, under the Cannabis Act, SC 2018, as amended, to obtain
cannabis by any method or process, including by:
(a) manufacturing;
(b) synthesis;
(c) altering its chemical or physical properties by any means; or
(d) cultivating, propagating or harvesting it or any living thing
from which it may be extracted or otherwise obtained.” under
“Cannabis Production Facility”

When no notice of appeal is filed pursuant to the provisions of the Planning Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13, as amended, this By-law shall be deemed to have come
into force on the day it was passed
2
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If one or more appeals are filed pursuant to the provisions of the Planning Act, as
amended, this By-law does not come into force until all appeals have been finally
disposed of, and except for such parts as are repealed or amended in
accordance with an order of the Ontario Land Tribunal this By-law shall be
deemed to have come into force on the day it was passed.
ENACTED AND PASSED this ……..day of ……………… 2021.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK

3
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EXPLANATION OF PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF BY-LAW 2020.XXX
By-law 2020.XXX is a by-law that will amend the City’s Zoning By-law 2020, as
amended, for the purposes of implementing the findings of the City’s Cannabis
Production Study. Amendments include removing outdated policies based on the
former Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations and adding new
policies to align with the Cannabis Act, 2018.
For further information concerning By-law 2020.XXX, please contact Kelly Cook,
Senior Planner, Burlington Community Planning Department at (905) 335-7600,
extension 7641.
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Appendix B: Cannabis Production Study Discussion Guide

CANNABIS PRODUCTION STUDY: DISCUSSION GUIDE
This document provides additional details of the technical review undertaken to inform the
proposed Zoning By-law Amendment to implement the findings of the Cannabis Production
Study. The tables below summarize:
1. the conclusions of the review for all policy documents where changes were deemed
unnecessary;
2. how various cannabis production activities would be classified to inform the review of
planning applications;
3. how each of the community concerns identified during preliminary public engagement
is/is not addressed through the; and recommendations and why, as well as supporting
context regarding:
a) the Health Canada application process for cannabis production licences and
b) how Health Canada enforces its licencing requirements.

1. CONCLUSIONS OF POLICY REVIEW
Based on preliminary research conducted during Stage 1 of the Cannabis Production Study, the
Stage 2 work plan proposed the development of:
a) a set of cannabis production guidelines that address odour and light nuisance;
b) an amendment to the Official Plan to enable the guidelines;
c) an amendment to the Zoning Bylaw to incorporate updated language for cannabis; and
d) an amendment to the Site Plan Control Bylaw to address cannabis production facilities.
At the outset of Stage 2, staff undertook further review of the applicable policy framework
regulating cannabis production in Canada and Ontario, including the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannabis Act, 2018 and Cannabis Regulations
Good production practices guide for cannabis
Physical security measures guide for cannabis
Cannabis licensing application guide
Health Canada Compliance and Enforcement Policy for the Cannabis Act
Provincial Policy Statement, 2020
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019
Greenbelt Plan, 2017
Niagara Escarpment Plan, 2017
Farming and Food Production Protection Act, 1998
Ontario Guideline D-6: Compatibility between Industrial Facilities
Page 1 of 14
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Based on this review, staff concluded that the existing federal and provincial policy frameworks,
which inform municipal policies, already includes sufficient provisions to regulate cannabis
production in a manner that supports land use compatibility. The table below provides a brief
explanation for each of the City policy documents included in the Cannabis Production Study,
and why changes are not being recommended at this time.
Policy
Document

Conclusions of Review

Official Plan,
1997

The current policies are sufficient to address proposals for cannabis
production facilities, both within and outside of settlement area
boundaries.
Indoor cannabis cultivation will be classified as an industrial use
(manufacturing) and addressed by Section III Land Use Policies – Urban
Planning Area and Section II – Functional Policies.
Greenhouse and outdoor cannabis cultivation will be classified as an
agricultural use and addressed by Section IV Land Use Policies -Rural
Planning Area and Section II – Functional Policies.
Cannabis processing associated with a cannabis cultivation operation that
has been classified as a commercial agricultural use may be classified as an
accessory use to a commercial farm, depending on the nature of the
operation. Cannabis processing that is not associated with a commercial
agricultural use will be classified as an industrial use.

Official Plan,
2020

The current policies are sufficient to address proposals for cannabis
production facilities, both within and outside of settlement area
boundaries.
Indoor cannabis cultivation will be classified as an industrial use
(manufacturing) and addressed by Section 8 Land Use Policies – Urban
Planning Area and Section 4 –Environment and Sustainability (specifically
Section 4.6 - Land Use Compatibility).
Greenhouse and outdoor cannabis cultivation will be classified as an
agricultural use and addressed by Section 9 Land Use Policies -Rural
Planning Area and Section 4 – Environment and Sustainability (specifically
Section 4.6 - Land Use Compatibility).
Cannabis processing associated with a cannabis cultivation operation that
has been classified as a commercial agricultural use may be classified as an
agriculture-related use or an on-farm diversified use in accordance with
Page 2 of 14
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Policy
Document

Conclusions of Review
Section 9 of the Burlington Official Plan, depending on the nature of the
operation. Cannabis processing that is not associated with an agricultural
use will be classified as an industrial use.

By-Law 352017: Site Plan
Control

The Regional Official Plan Review (ROPR) is currently underway. The ROPR
will analyze new Provincial policies with respect to agricultural uses,
agriculture related uses, and on-farm diversified uses, which will impact
cannabis production facilities operating as an agricultural use. The nuances
between agriculture and urban agriculture, including commercial/industrial
agricultural operations in a fully indoor setting, require comprehensive
analysis. Until updated Regional/local Official Plan policies have been
implemented through updates to the Zoning By-Law for these uses, it
would be premature to amend the Site Plan Control By-Law with respect to
agricultural uses.
Health Canada cannabis production licence applications require the
submission of a detailed site plan to ensure compliance with all federal
requirements. While the City may wish to enact additional controls beyond
federal requirements in future, it would be not be appropriate to apply
more restrictive policies to a specific agricultural crop, as this may conflict
with provincial policies. Site plan control should be applied more broadly,
e.g. large agricultural structures, or agriculture-related and on-farm
diversified uses meeting certain trigger criteria. Such amendments would
require accompanying guidelines and would have a resourcing impact on
the City’s Site Plan Review team.
In the interim, the risk is relatively low, as indoor cannabis production
facilities within settlement boundaries would generally be considered an
industrial use and would be subject to site plan control. Within the Niagara
Escarpment Area of Development Control- which covers most of the rural
area- cannabis production facilities would not generally be considered
exempt as an agricultural use by the Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC)
and would still require an NEC development permit, where a site plan
would be required as part of the application.

By-Law 192003:
Nuisance and
Noise

Burlington’s Nuisance and Noise By-Law does not specifically address
odour. Given the potential for conflict with the Farming and Food
Production Protection Act within the Agricultural Area, it would not be
appropriate to introduce controls for cannabis production alone.

Page 3 of 14
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Policy
Document

Conclusions of Review
Rather, the by-law would need to be amended to address odour broadly.
This approach is not recommended, given the existing provincial and
federal regulatory controls for managing odour in both the rural and urban
area. Odour science is imperfect, meaning monitoring and enforcement can
be challenging and labor intensive. Introducing odour provisions to the
Nuisance and Noise By-law would have a significant resourcing impact on
the City’s By-law Enforcement division.

2. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF CANNABIS PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Given the conclusions above, the following table provides an explanation of how the various
types of cannabis production facilities would be classified under the existing City policy
framework, to inform the review of planning applications.
Licence
Type
Standard
Cultivation

MicroCultivation

Authorized Activities
(according to the Cannabis Act, 2018)
•
•

•
•

•
•

Possess cannabis
Obtain dried or fresh cannabis, cannabis
plants or cannabis plant seeds by
propagating, cultivating, harvesting
For the purpose of testing, alter the chemical
or physical properties of the cannabis
Sell and distribute dried cannabis, fresh
cannabis, cannabis plants or cannabis plant
seeds to other licence holders (cultivators,
processors, analytical testers, researchers,
cannabis drug licence holders), with the
exception that dried cannabis or fresh
cannabis cannot be sold to the holder of a
nursery licence
Sell and distribute cannabis plants or
cannabis plant seeds to a licensed nursery
Sell and distribute cannabis products that are
cannabis plants or cannabis plant seeds to a
licence holder that is authorized to sell
cannabis for medical purposes or to a person
authorized to sell cannabis under a provincial
or territorial Act

Proposed Classification
Greenhouse/Outdoor:
Agricultural Use
Indoor: Industrial Use
Greenhouse/Outdoor:
Agricultural Use
Indoor: Industrial Use

Page 4 of 14
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Licence
Type

Authorized Activities
(according to the Cannabis Act, 2018)
•

•

Proposed Classification

Send and deliver cannabis products that are
cannabis plants or cannabis plant seeds to
the purchaser at the request of a licence
holder that is authorized to sell cannabis for
medical purposes or of a person authorized
to sell cannabis under a provincial or
territorial Act
Conduct ancillary activities (e.g., drying,
trimming, milling, etc.)

Note: Cultivation may be conducted indoors or
outdoors
Nursery

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Possess cannabis
Greenhouse/Outdoor:
Obtain cannabis plants or cannabis plant
Agricultural Use
seeds by propagating, cultivating, harvesting
For the purpose of testing, alter the chemical Indoor: Industrial Use
or physical properties of the cannabis
Sell and distribute cannabis plants or
cannabis plant seeds to other licence holders
(cultivators, processors, analytical testers,
researchers, cannabis drug licence holders)
Sell and distribute cannabis products that are
cannabis plants or cannabis plant seeds to a
licence holder that is authorized to sell
cannabis for medical purposes or to a person
authorized to sell cannabis under a provincial
or territorial Act
Send and deliver cannabis products that are
cannabis plants or cannabis plant seeds to
the purchaser at the request of a licence
holder that is authorized to sell cannabis for
medical purposes or of a person authorized
to sell cannabis under a provincial or
territorial Act
Conduct ancillary activities (e.g., drying)

Note: Cultivation may be conducted indoors or
outdoors

Page 5 of 14
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Licence
Type
Standard
Processing

Authorized Activities
(according to the Cannabis Act, 2018)
•
•
•

Microprocessing

•

•

•

•

Possess cannabis
Produce cannabis, other than obtaining it by
propagating, cultivating, or harvesting
For micro-processing, the cannabis cannot be
obtained by synthesis.
Sell and distribute cannabis to other licence
holders (processors, analytical testers,
researchers, cannabis drug licence holders)
Sell and distribute to licensed microcultivators or standard cultivators:
o dried cannabis, fresh cannabis,
cannabis plants, or cannabis plant
seeds
o cannabis produced for the purposes
of testing that is necessary to
determine the chemical
characterization of cannabis, such as
a reference standard
Sell and distribute to licensed nursery:
o cannabis plants or cannabis plant
seeds
o cannabis produced for the purposes
of testing that is necessary to
determine the chemical
characterization of cannabis, such as
a reference standard
Send and deliver cannabis products to the
purchaser at the request of a licence holder
that is authorized to sell cannabis for medical
purposes or of a person authorized to sell
cannabis under a provincial or territorial Act

Proposed Classification
If associated with a
commercial agricultural
use: Accessory Farm
Commercial
If not associated with a
commercial agricultural
use: Industrial Use

Note: Cannabis must be produced, packaged,
labelled, stored, sampled and tested indoors

Page 6 of 14
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3. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
On September 14, 2019 staff participated in the City’s Food for Feedback Community
Engagement BBQ to collect feedback regarding the City’s Cannabis Production Study. Attendees
were consulted on six potential areas of consideration; the following table explains how each
concern was considered in the recommendations being brought forward by staff.
Area of
Consideration

Approach

1) Job
Opportunities

The proposed approach seeks to maintain consistency with the federal
and provincial framework for regulating cannabis production facilities and
relies on existing policies rather than seeking to establish additional
restrictions at the local level. Applications for cannabis production facilities
are to be categorized based on their general use (i.e. industrial or
agricultural) rather than creating an entirely separate category and
corresponding set of policies. This streamlined approach has developed
with input from the Burlington Economic Development Corporation and is
in keeping with the Red Tape/Red Carpet initiative. The approach
simplifies the planning approvals process for applicants and functions as a
positive signal to businesses considering location in Burlington.

2) Economic
Development

3) Security

The Cannabis Regulations contain detailed requirements for physical
security measures, which are outlined in the Health Canada “Physical
Security Measures Guide for Cannabis”. As per section 63 of the Cannabis
Regulations, the site must be designed in a manner that prevents
unauthorized access. Examples of the key security requirements contained
in the Cannabis Regulations and enforced by Health Canada are as follows:
-The perimeter of the site must be monitored at all times by visual
recording devices to detect any attempted or actual unauthorized access
to the site.
-The perimeter of the site must be secured by means of an intrusion
detection system that operates at all times and that allows for the
detection of any attempted or actual unauthorized access to the site and
any attempted or actual tampering with the system.
-The intrusion detection system must be monitored continuously at all
times (i.e. 365 days a year, 7 days a week and 24 hours a day) and licence
holders should have a procedure in place when an alarm for the intrusion
detection system of any operations area or storage area is triggered.
-Access to each operations area and storage area must be restricted to
individuals whose presence in the area is required by their duties. Each
Page 7 of 14
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operations area and storage area must be surrounded by a physical barrier
that prevents unauthorized access for standard cultivation, standard
processing and sale for medical purposes with possession licence classes.
-Outdoor grow areas are operations areas and must be surrounded by a
physical barrier. A common physical barrier for outdoor grow areas is a
chain-linked fence. If used, the fence should be taut and firmly secured to
rigid metal posts. In some cases, the perimeter fence for the site may be
used as the physical barrier for or may be a part of the physical barrier for
an outdoor grow area. For outdoor grow areas, the entire perimeter of the
grow area is secured with intrusion detection.
4) Odour
Nuisance
5) Lighting
Nuisance

The Cannabis Regulations contain detailed requirements for production
practices, which are outlined in the Health Canada “Good Production
Practices Guide for Cannabis”. As per section 85 of the Cannabis
Regulations, any building or part of a building where cannabis or anything
that will be used as an ingredient is produced, packaged, labelled, stored
or tested must be equipped with a system that must be able to filter air to
prevent the escape of cannabis odours associated with cannabis plant
material to the outdoors.
Licence holders must have a maintenance program in place to ensure that:
-ventilation and air filtration are maintained in accordance with a
schedule;
-the presence of odours surrounding the building or part of a building are
monitored in accordance to a schedule and responded to if necessary; and
-inspection and repair activities occur when required.
Licence holders who choose to grow cannabis outdoors must ensure that
all activities associated with cannabis post-harvest (e.g., drying, trimming)
are conducted within a building or part of a building and are conducted in
compliance with the above.
To ensure that the rights of all rural Ontario residents are respected, the
Ontario government passed Bill 146, the Farming and Food Production
Protection Act (FFPPA), in May 1998. There are two main themes in the
FFPPA:
-Farmers are protected from nuisance complaints (including noise, odour,
dust, light, vibration, smoke and flies) made by neighbours, provided they
are following normal farm practices.
-No municipal by-law applies to restrict a normal farm practice carried on
as part of an agricultural operation (this is why no minimum setback has
Page 8 of 14
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been recommended for outdoor cannabis production within the
Agricultural Area).
What is normal, or not, varies depending on location, type of farm,
method of operation, and timing of the farm practice. Normal is site
specific for a given set of circumstances and may change over time. The
Act defines a normal farm practice as one which: "is conducted in a
manner consistent with proper and acceptable customs and standards, as
established and followed by similar agricultural operations under similar
circumstances, or makes use of innovative technology in a manner
consistent with proper advanced farm management practices".
The FFPPA established the Normal Farm Practices Protection Board
(NFPPB) to hear from parties involved in formal complaints that cannot be
resolved through mediation efforts. The NFPPB then conducts a hearing to
determine if the disturbance causing the complaint results from a normal
farm practice. The FFPPA would apply to cannabis production facilities
operating as an agricultural use in agricultural areas and would address
nuisance issues relating to both lighting and odour.
Cannabis production facilities operating as an industrial use would be
subject to the City’s Site Plan Control By-law and the associated design
guidelines, which include Outdoor Lighting Design Guidelines. Further,
industrial facilities are subject to the provincial “Guideline D-6
Compatibility between Industrial Facilities” which is applied in the land use
planning process to prevent or minimize future land use problems due to
the encroachment of sensitive land uses and industrial land uses on one
another.
The guideline applies to all types of proposed, committed and/or existing
industrial land uses which have the potential to produce point source
and/or fugitive air emissions such as noise, vibration, odour, dust and
others, either through normal operations, procedures, maintenance or
storage activities, and/or from associated traffic/transportation.
6) Other

Other concerns related to energy consumption, morality, and the
protection of agricultural lands and greenspace. Energy consumption and
morality are not within the scope of this study and the protection of
agricultural lands/greenspace is addressed via the updated Provincial
policy framework, which requires the identification and protection of an
Agricultural System and a Natural Heritage System. The City is in the
process of implementing these policies through its new Official Plan.
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3. A) HEALTH CANADA LICENCE APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Health Canada’s Cannabis Application Licencing Application Guide outlines the detailed
requirements for the submission of an application for a cannabis production licence. The three
components that are most relevant to local planning processes are:
• Notice to Local Authorities
• Site Details
• Site Ownership Details
1. Notice to Local Authorities
Prior to submitting an application in the federal Cannabis Tracking and Licensing System (CTLS),
applicants for licences to cultivate, process and sell for medical purposes (with possession of
cannabis) must provide a written notice to local authorities who are located in the area of the
proposed site, and submit a copy of this notice as part of their application, along with the
following:
•
•

The date each notice was sent or provided, and the name, title and address of the senior
official to whom it was addressed.
A copy of the actual notices provided.

Component Requirements
Recipients

The notice must be provided to a senior official of the following local
authorities:
•
•
•

Content

the local government
the local fire authority
the local police force or Royal Canadian Mounted Police detachment
(RCMP) that is responsible for providing policing services to that area

The content of the notice must include:
•
•
•

•

the name of the applicant
the expected date on which the applicant will submit the application to
Health Canada
the class and subclass if applicable of licence that is being sought and the
cannabis-related activities that are expected to be conducted under that
licence
the site address (and address of each building on site, if applicable) at
which the applicant is expecting to conduct cannabis-related activities

2. Site Details
Applicants are required to submit a detailed explanation of the site associated with the
proposed operation. Requirements differ depending on the licence class. For Processing,
Page 10 of 14
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Cultivation and Sale for Medical Purposes with Possession Licences, in addition to documents
submitted as a part of a CTLS application, applicants are required to submit a site evidence
package with visual evidence to demonstrate the completion and functionality of their facility.
This means that applicants are unable to obtain a Health Canada licence prior to engaging in
any municipal permitting process that may be required for the facility to be considered ready
for operation.
Component

Requirements

Complete site
address

Include Canadian address as well as latitude and longitude.

Site survey

A building location survey, location certificate or similar document,
prepared and certified by a person qualified to do so in the jurisdiction
where the site is located, such as a qualified land surveyor. The survey
must accurately depict the site at the point of submission.

Aerial view

A clear and legible aerial view of the proposed site and surrounding lots
to within 500 metres. The aerial view must accurately depict the site at
the point of submission.

Important: The CTLS allows for entry of a single address in relation to a
site. Should the site have multiple addresses (e.g., several buildings in
an area used exclusively by the licence holder), all site details as
outlined in this section must be uploaded into the CTLS as a separate
document titled Additional Site Details. This must be uploaded in the
"Site Survey" section of the CTLS.

Production capacity An estimate of the proposed annual production amount (e.g., kg per
(Not required for
year, number of plants or seeds per year) for each applicable cannabis
sale for medical
class as found in Schedule 4 of the Act.
purposes)
The total combined area (m2) of the grow areas and the total combined
area (m2) of the operations areas excluding grow areas that are being
proposed for licensing. For the grow areas, the total combined area
should include all surface areas, taking into account if multiple surfaces
are being utilized (e.g., vertically arranged).
Areas (buildings and Each outdoor area (if applicable), and indoor area (building or part of
rooms, outdoor
building) including rooms must be named and this name must be
areas) and activities provided. The names used to identify each area must match all other
information submitted (e.g., on the site plan). All activities conducted,
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and the room in which they are conducted must also be identified (e.g.,
operations area [either cultivation or non-cultivation], testing area,
storage area or sales with possession area or sales without possession
area). There is no requirement to identify areas and rooms in the CTLS
in which no activities with cannabis will take place (e.g., lavatory) or
transitory areas (e.g., hallways). However, these areas and rooms
should still be identified on the floor plan(s).
More than one activity can occur in each area. Additional information
may be requested to assess how the proposed activities meet all
regulatory requirements.

3. Site Ownership Details
Applicants are required to confirm either site ownership, or site owner consent, at the time of
their licence application. This is another reason that applicants are unable to obtain a Health
Canada licence prior to engaging in any municipal permitting process that may be required for
the facility to be considered ready for operation.
Component

Requirements

Site owner

If the site is owned by the individual or the corporation
applying for the licence, this must be indicated by linking
their Account ID in the CTLS.
If the site is owned by another individual(s) or corporation, a
site owner consent form is required (see section below).

Site owner consent form, if the A declaration, signed and dated by all the site’s owners— or,
site or any portion of the site is if the owner is a corporation, by an authorized
not owned by the applicant
representative of the owner — consenting to activities with
cannabis being conducted at the site.
The consent form must contain:
• the full address of the site or any portion of the site for
which the owner is not the applicant
• the class and subclass if applicable of the licence being
applied for, and the proposed activities to be conducted onsite
• a declaration signed by all owners of the site stating that
they:
a) are the owner(s) of the site, as described
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b) are aware of the activities with cannabis that the
applicant proposes to conduct at the site
c) consent to those activities with cannabis being carried out
at that site

3. B) HEALTH CANADA ENFORCEMENT
Generally, the Cannabis Act seeks to prevent youth accessing cannabis, protect public health
and public safety, and deter criminal activity. Health Canada receives cannabis-related reports
from consumers, health professionals, industry and the general public as it relates to its area of
responsibility. For concerns and complaints that might represent a possible violation of the
federal cannabis laws or regulations, individuals may contact Health Canada’s Cannabis
Legalization and Regulation Branch (CLRB) through the Cannabis Reporting Form. The form is
intended for use by the general public, municipalities, and variety of other stakeholders, and
includes “Cannabis site-related issue (e.g., odour, security)” among the drop-down options
available to indicate the nature of the report.
All reports are reviewed to determine if they are within Health Canada’s responsibilities. If so,
they will be assessed and prioritized for action according to public health and safety risk. Highrisk reports will receive priority attention. Actions taken will be consistent with Health Canada’s
Compliance and Enforcement Policy for the Cannabis Act with the objective of achieving
compliance using the most appropriate level of intervention. Not all reports will lead to a reply
from Health Canada. The Compliance and Enforcement Policy for the Cannabis Act details how
Health Canada manages risks posed to public health and public safety in connection with
cannabis through a variety of compliance and enforcement activities based on:
•

Compliance promotion
o Includes educational activities and information sharing on legislative and
regulatory matters, such as policies and guidance documents intended to help
regulated parties better understand the requirements and their responsibilities.

•

Compliance monitoring
o Includes gathering and analyzing information, carrying out compliance
verification activities and collaborating with other regulatory agencies. As part of
monitoring and verifying compliance, Health Canada has the authority to
conduct inspections.

•

Enforcement actions
o Includes voluntary compliance measures initiated by the regulated party and
measures initiated by Health Canada, such as:
▪ Issuing warning letters to non-compliant regulated parties
▪ Issuing public advisories or other forms of risk communication
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Seizure and detention
Refusing, suspending or revoking an authorization, including a licence or
permit
Issuing administrative monetary penalties up to $1 million
Issuing a ministerial order to recall products from the market, conduct
tests or studies, produce information or documents, or take other
measures

Health Canada may refuse to issue a licence under circumstances set out in the Cannabis Act
and its Regulations, specifically if:
• issuing a licence is likely to create a risk to public health or public safety including the
risk of diversion; or
• there are reasonable grounds to believe that false or misleading information has been
submitted.
Health Canada considers many factors to inform its compliance monitoring and enforcement
activities, and to determine the most appropriate level of intervention, including:
•

Public health and public safety risk
o The real or potential risk to public health or public safety
o The risk of diversion of a product to an illicit market

•

Behaviour of the regulated party
o Whether the regulated party acted with indifference, recklessness or
premeditation
o The degree of co-operation and responsiveness offered by the regulated party
once non-compliance is identified
Compliance history
o Previous compliance issues
o Actions taken by the regulated party to comply with the law

•

•

Other factors
o The likelihood that the same problem will recur
o The expected impact and success of compliance and enforcement actions
o The need to maintain public confidence in the integrity of the regulatory regime

Under the Act, regulated parties have the right to request a review of decisions relating to
certain compliance and enforcement measures undertaken by Health Canada, including
administrative monetary penalties and ministerial orders. There are also opportunities to be
heard on licensing decisions, including licence amendment, suspension and revocation.
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